Commentary: Can we move beyond aortic size, using real-time analysis of aortic tissue, to more precisely guide therapy for patients with bicuspid aortic valves?
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I congratulate Chim and co-authors for their article in this issue of the Journal, “Bicuspid valve aortopathy is associated with distinct patterns on matrix degradation.” In this elegant study, they performed mechanical and microstructural analyses of aortic tissue from patients with aneurysms associated with bicuspid aortic valves (BAV-A) compared with patients with degenerative aneurysms (and tricuspid valves) (DA), and control aortic tissue obtained from aortic punch biopsies during coronary artery bypass grafting. They used novel micromechanical assays and basic histo-logical assays to test the hypothesis that BAV-A tissue would have a unique mechanical and structural signature compared with DA and control aortic tissues.

They found that 1) BAV-A tissue was stiffer than the tissue in the DA and control groups, 2) the 2 aneurysm groups (BAV-A and DA) had higher collagen content compared with controls, and 3) both aneurysm groups had a distinct distribution of elastin location in the aneurysm groups—specifically, less elastin near the intima and adventitia and more elastin in the media—compared with controls.

These results are encouraging, as they provide further evidence that the BAV-A and DA are different and that combining them for clinical research purposes and clinical guidelines may be inappropriate. In addition, these results provide additional evidence suggesting that other criteria besides aortic size could potentially be used to help clinicians guide therapy. For instance, knowledge of tissue properties could help surgeons decide whether a concomitant ascending aortic replacement at the time of aortic valve replacement (AVR) is indicated.

Although these data are preliminary, and much more research is needed, one wonders if either the mechanical property tests used here (ie, oscillatory nanoindentation) or analyses of collagen content and distribution could be performed in real time in the operating room or frozen section pathology laboratory to guide intraoperative decision making. If the results from such assays could be obtained in the time it takes to perform an AVR, then data showing increased aortic stiffness or abnormal collagen distribution could direct the surgeon to proceed with concomitant ascending aortic replacement. Such point-of-care testing tools could help solve the age-old dilemma of predicting the fate of the ascending aorta in patients with BAV.
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